
 

249 Overcoming Anxiety and Taking Calculated Risk 
with Sarah McAleer 

THRIVE BY DESIGN WITH TRACY MATTHEWS 

“Actually I don't really even see it as a risk because it's pretty much already paid for 
itself. One of these next jobs will pay for what I've spent.” 

You're listening to Thrive by Design, business, marketing, and lifestyle 
strategies for your jewelry brand to flourish and thrive.  Let's get started.   

 
Tracy: Welcome to the Thrive By Design Podcast episode 249. Hey there, it's 

Tracy Matthews, Chief Visionary Officer of Flourish and Thrive Academy. 
I'm excited because I have one of our coaches, one of our desired brand 
coaches on the show today. Her name is Sarah McAleer. She is also a 
jewelry designer just like you. Today we're going to be talking about a very 
sensitive topic. It's about overcoming severe anxiety to take some 
calculated risks that move you into action to actually save your business, 
especially during COVID times. Now, you're going to hear a lot in this 
episode, so I'm going to kind of leave it for Sarah to kind of explain her 
story. 

But you're going to see how she went from maybe a place of feeling 
hopeless and helpless and out of control to a place of power. Because she 
is one of our coaches and I was working with her behind the scenes and 
trying to get her to a place of operating out of abundance a couple of 
weeks ago because she was really in a bad place, to see what has 
happened now and the calculated risk that she's taken to actually keep 
her business moving forward so she can provider for her family is 
phenomenal. I think you will be very inspired. I'm going to dive into today's 
episode in just a moment. 

But before I do, I want to tell you that I've been talking with designers 
every single day since this whole thing started, members of our 
community, members of the outside world, and I've been asking them, 
what is working for you? I see that you're making sales. I hear people over 
and over again saying that they're having record-breaking months, 
Record-breaking months, members in our SOS community, members 
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who has just joined us for the TYC Intensive, members in our Diamond 
Insiders. I'm asking them, how are you having record-breaking months in 
COVID times? To be specific, record-breaking months with online sales. In 
fact, I was just checking my Facebook Messenger and I was taking a look 
at some of our SOS students who I was reaching out to. One just reported 
that like all of her jewelers are basically closed, all of the casters and 
supporters that she has around the jewelry that she makes are closed, but 
she still booked over $12,000 in sales in March with limited capacity. She's 
just a one-man show. It's fantastic. I'm just so excited about what is 
happening behind the scenes. When I asked these designers what's 
working, they're saying email marketing. Email marketing. 

I know for a lot of designers the struggle comes with email marketing is 
like, what do I write? How do I get people to open my emails? No one's 
really clicking through and buying. No one buys from my email. We've 
decided to create a really amazing bundle. We released it on presale a 
couple weeks ago and now it's available for purchase. It's called the Emails 
That Sell: Done-For-You Bundle. In this bundle, we have some really 
amazing resources. We have a tool that is over 600, it's actually more than 
600, subject lines that will get your emails opened, that you can cater 
towards your specific jewelry brand. 

We're giving 13 or 14 Canva design templates that you can plug into your 
Klaviyo, to your MailChimp, or whatever you're using for email marketing, 
plus a video training on how to break it up so you can make it clickable 
and how to make it designed beautifully. We're giving you our urgency 
promotion system that is only available to our high level coaching 
students at the moment. This is awesome. It's valued at over $600, and 
we're also giving you a 12 month marketing calendar. This whole package 
is valued at almost $1,500. It's $1,480 to be specific, and we're releasing and 
offering it for a limited time for only $37. 

It's amazing. Go grab it now while it's still available. You can head on over 
to FlourishThriveAcademy.com/emailbundle to grab this right now, or you 
can go ahead and check out the show notes. We'll have a link there where 
you can click through and actually purchase the bundle right from the 
show notes. Well, I'm going to dive into today's episode. Before I do, I want 
to introduce Sarah. Sarah McAleer, or Dr. Sarah McAleer I should say, is an 
Irish goldsmith and mentor now living in Australia. For nearly 30 years, 
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Sarah's been designing jewelry for strong minded women and their 
families helping them to mark such special moments in their lives. 

She creates beautifully handcrafted bespoke jewelry collections and 
specializes in transforming old jewelry into new luxury heirlooms that can 
be worn every day. Sarah is awesome. She's also the head coach of our 
Diamond Insiders community, which is our mentorship program over here 
at Flourish and Thrive. It's a group mentorship program. She's just 
awesome. I know you're going to really be inspired by this interview 
especially if you're struggling with anxiety right now and uncertainty 
about what's happening in your business. Let's dive right in. Welcome, 
welcome, welcome. I'm so excited to have a very special guest on the 
show. 

She is a jewelry designer herself living in Australia, and she's Irish as well. 
But more importantly, she is one of our desired brand coaches and the 
head coach of our Diamond Insiders community. I want to welcome Sarah 
McAleer to the show. Sarah, thanks for coming. 

Sarah: You're welcome. Nice to chat to you today. 

Tracy:  Sarah has been a member of our community for a long time. When did 
you find Flourish and Thrive? 

Sarah: Well, I was trying to think about that. I think it was five or six years ago. I 
heard you and Robin actually give a talk to the UK Design Trust after 
Christmas one year. You were talking about, well, the beginnings of 
building a desired brand. That's what your conversation was all about. It 
came at a time when I had just launched a new website that didn't work. I 
had spent like two years building this website. It was the first time I've had 
a shop site. I had a portfolio site before that that didn't have any like room 
for selling. I didn't understand why it hadn't worked. All of a sudden, you 
two were there talking and selling online and I realized that I was missing 
something. 

It wasn't that I was doing anything wrong, but I was missing the whole 
game of how to play online. That's how I find you and I joined Laying the 
Foundation, and then you could say the rest was history because after that 
I became a total geek at being online and listened to everything that you 
were teaching. I think it was two years after that that I became a coach. 
You never know where your path lead.Exactly. 
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Tracy:  Exactly. 

Tracy:  One thing leads to another. 

Tracy:  I remember you reaching out to me just saying like, "I really love what 
you're doing. I've been loving doing this work. If you see any space in here 
for me because I love mentoring people, I'd love to coach for you." That 
was sort of the start of it, which is great because we love having you as the 
head coach for the Diamond Insiders and as one of our desired brand 
coaches and just really helping the community. There was a very specific 
reason why I wanted to have you on the show today because when all of 
this COVID stuff came out, I just basically packed up my stuff and moved 
to Arizona like a couple days before. 

We were in our Slack channel talking a little bit about what was going on 
in the community. You had very directly disagreed with my opinion on 
how we should handle this thing, but how we should be a positive force 
and for good reason. I want you to kind of explain where you're coming 
from because your experience is quite different. Why don't you talk a little 
bit about... Just give us a little background of your jewelry company and 
what you're doing now, and then I kind of want to segue into some of the 
serious health issues that you have and why this COVID thing kind of put 
you through a tailspin. 

Sarah:  I mean, it's a huge event we're all going through right now, but the 
rollercoaster of feels that I have been on has been immense. Most people 
in our community know I've been a jeweler for, well, it's 28 years this year. 
Coming up to like nearly 30 years in business, which is really scary. I mean, 
where does that time go? I make high-end work. All bespoke. It's mainly all 
fine jewelry, gold, platinum, diamonds. I specialize in remodeling. I think 
I've been remodeling for about 18 years, probably more than that, and I 
make fine collections as well. I've been in the industry for a long time. 

I've lectured as well for a long time, obviously mentored, being a coach 
with Flourish and Thrive for I think this is my fourth year of being a coach. 
But what happened to me was business ebbs and flows and my business 
has been up and down. But generally, my business has always been really 
full on. I'm always busy, always have clients, always have lots of custom 
work on the go. But at the end of 2016, I basically nearly died. I got 
pneumonia which developed into sepsis. It happened at November time 
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just before Christmas in the jewelry business. Basically everything stopped. 
I mean, I was so ill. I think I had a 48 hour period where it was life or death. 

It could have gone either way. It was absolutely horrendous. It was such a 
shock because it came out of nowhere. I couldn't have prepared for it. 
There wasn't anything I could do to prevent it and all of a sudden I'm 
pretty nearly dead. The most shocking thing for me was actually 
afterwards. Because I was considered to be young, ha ha, in my forties, I 
was told that because I was young, I would bounce back. There was no 
recovery protocol when I left the hospital. I found myself in a situation 
where I couldn't get out of bed. I was actually bedbound for three full 
months, on a high spine for an entire year. 

Three and a bit years down the line, I'm still in long-term recovery, still 
have a lot of health issues associated with that, the main one being 
chronic fatigue and post-traumatic stress and lots of other things. During 
that time, I still had a business to run as well. I think when we're naturally 
creative and naturally in our business, we can't not have a business. I can't 
not do what I do. I can't not be creative in my head. When this thing 
kicked off, I mean, I had a huge melt down because all of a sudden it 
released all the trauma that I've basically spent the last three years trying 
to put a cap on. It was all back on the table again. 

There's no other way to say it. I just convinced myself I was dead. I couldn't 
get past it. I mean, at the minute, it's such a scary thing that we're all going 
through. It's a horrible illness, but I was so afraid. I'm thinking of that song, 
I was so afraid, I was petrified, but I was literally like... I was so afraid I 
couldn't do anything. I actually made myself physically sick. I was so 
worried, that fear. I became paralyzed with it. At that time, people were 
saying... It was really still early days. People were saying, "We got to wash 
our hands and be all right," and I was going, "But I'm not going to be all 
right. I don't know how to be alright." 

There's all these things that I could foresee happening, and then I realized 
that I was actually angry. It wasn't just about fear. I was angry at what was 
happening. I was angry with the universe. Why did you put me in this 
situation? We had just moved to Australia. It's such a huge move away 
from the other side of the world, from Ireland to Australia, and leave 
everybody behind. We had just moved into a new apartment. We don't 
have any furniture because all of our furniture is in a container in Ireland. 
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We were just starting to get things going again. The kids had just started a 
new school. They were happy. 

I felt that all of a sudden I had just started to get my life back together 
again, settling in a new country. I know this was put in my path, and I really 
didn't know what to do. Then I kind of used... We have our Diamond 
Insiders community where I'm a coach as well and having to be there for 
other people. I'm a really good ideas person. I'm actually really a practical 
person. I had to try to get out of my own head and I had to accept that it's 
okay to not be okay. It's okay to say, "I'm not okay," but it's also okay to 
move forward. This is how I moved forward in my business and my life 
before. 

All those struggles that I've been through, I realized I had a point of 
reference. I've already done this. I've faced death before. I came out the 
other side and it was okay. My business was okay. I can still do this. I had to 
really coach myself, talk myself off a ledge.  

Tracy:  I'm not laughing at what you did because you were on the ledge. I'm like, 
Sarah, we got to pull together here somehow. 

Sarah:  It's about putting things in perspective, reaching out, talking to people, 
and supporting. If you're in our community, we would say, "Post a 
question. If you need any help, ask us." I had to do that with my own 
person. What do I need to do in place? What do I need in place to make 
myself feel safe? What do we need to do in the house to make ourselves 
feel safe? Everybody was stockpiling. We had this conversation before. At 
that point, there was no toilet roll. I had to ration the toilet roll with the 
kids. I mean, we had this whole hilarious conversation about it. It's not a 
joke. It was sort of the reality of the time, of the moment. 

We didn't have anything in our cupboards. We didn't have a freezer full of 
food because we had just moved in. It was about making an action plan 
and going like, we can buy food. Maybe we can't do it all in one. We've only 
just been able to get toilet roll four weeks later, but we can make this list 
and work through. I started to do all the things that I do anyway on a 
normal basis. Every Monday I have this ritual where I do money Mondays 
and I go through, what do I need to do right now? What jobs have I got on 
in my business? What do I need to complete this week to bring in money? 
Do I have bills to pay? Can I save myself money? 
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In this situation, that went a little bit further into, well, what do we need to 
actually... Do I know my monthly figures? What do we need to pay the bills 
each month and live if my business takes a downturn? Because I had 
convinced myself that my business was going to take a downturn because 
that's what everybody was talking about. But what was really interesting 
was I realized in doing those exercises and working out my figures, which I 
already knew because I do them every week anyway, but just to see them 
all in black and white, I actually realized that I had stopped my business, 
not that my business had stopped. 

Tracy:  Let's talk about that. What do you mean by that? 

Sarah:  Because I had gone into a state of panic and inactivity, I wasn't doing the 
things that I normally do on a weekly basis in my business. A, make some 
jewelry. B, work on one of my custom pieces. C, talk to my clients. I had a 
show that canceled, which really kind of heightened it all. It heightened 
this. I know lots of our community has shows. I had this big show. It was 
probably where I could buy 10K if I was to sell all the work that I've made. I 
just invested in new gold pieces. I just bought stones like sapphires. That's 
what made me angry. I was like, oh my goodness, I just spent all this 
money and now the show is canceled. 

I was worried that all my clients were not going to be able to go forward 
with their jobs. I had two commissions on. One where I'm making these 
silver poppies for World War II veterans. She had already paid a deposit. I 
have an engagement ring that's already paid a deposit. All of a sudden I 
was like, I'm not going to be able to finish these. But I have put that in my 
head. I had gone, oh well, nobody's going to want to buy anything right 
now. Nobody is willing to continue the work. Then I had to pull myself back 
and go, I actually had 50 grand worth of jobs booked in. I have 50 grand 
worth of custom jobs on the books. I always have that. 

Somewhere between 30, 40, 50. My practical head went, what are you 
going to about this, Sarah? These aren't going to finish. Have you actually 
spoken to your clients, which is what we tell people to do in Flourish and 
Thrive. Talk to your clients. Reach out. That gave me an action plan. It took 
a while to get through everybody, but spent the first week going through 
the first ones. Nobody was canceling their jobs. Those first two 
commissions, the poppies and the engagement ring, are worth around 15 
grand. They are delayed because the poppies were relying... I was relying 
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on three other suppliers, UK suppliers, because they do things like the 
basis and the engraving and the box. 

They're in lockdown. But the poppies themselves, the actual silver parts 
that I hand make, I can still work on all of that. When I spoke to the lady, 
her event has been canceled because it's for like the day at the start of 
May. It's for 10, 94 to 104 year olds. They're all in lockdown, so they can't 
come to the event. I said to her, "Well, what about we postpone that event 
and maybe you could do it again in November, which would be 
Remembrance Day?" She came back to me and went, "No, just send me 
the poppies when they're finished. I still want to get them to the 
recipients." That was my first job. 

Then the engagement ring, he was spending quite a considerable amount 
of money. I didn't know what his situation was. He's like, "Well, we can't go 
on holiday now, so now I've got more to spend on the ring." 

Tracy:   Can I stop you right there? 

Sarah:   Yeah. 

Tracy:  This is such a good lesson for two reasons because our beliefs or our 
thoughts are the things sometimes that shape our reality. You're going 
into this spiral. I want to acknowledge this and I've already said this. You 
had a good reason to be afraid. You are someone who has compromised 
health issues because of your sepsis and your situation. From a health 
perspective and like actually hearing life or death, I can validate you in 
there. But a lot of designers, they're fine, they're healthy, and they basically 
have gone down this rabbit hole and spiral like, "No one is buying jewelry. 
Everyone's laid off. No one has money to spend." 

That's what you think, but that's not really the truth. What I want to drive 
home here is that I've heard countless times over and over from members 
of our SOS community, from members in the Diamond Insiders, from 
members in Laying The Foundation, that they are having record-breaking 
online sales right now via virtual events, via email, via direct to consumer 
outreach, like what you're doing. Because the people who buy jewelry 
aren't the ones getting laid off like lower paying service jobs. Those are the 
people who are really going to be struggling. 

Professionals who are spending tens of thousands of dollars, like in your 
case on an engagement ring probably or people who have disposable 
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incomes who are now just working from home, they're situation has 
changed, but it doesn't mean that they don't have money to spend on 
jewelry. I think that shift right there will be massive for all of you. I think 
one of the reasons why we've been talking in Flourish and Thrive Academy 
for the past year and a half about really diving deep into building an 
eCommerce and an online and a virtual strategy to reach people directly 
to consumers is because shows get canceled. 

I mean, this is really an anomaly because we had seen and experienced 
and heard about trade show traffic going down and art show traffic going 
down and the shift in wholesale that's happening, brick and mortar 
wholesale or brick and mortar retail accounts, the shift that's been 
happening over the past couple of years. My message has been that in 
order to live your business, you can still do those things and you also need 
this direct to consumer aspect. 

Now we're really seeing clearly why because the people who've been able 
to adapt quickly and really dive deep into digital marketing strategies and 
do their customer outreach and get over themselves and just checking on 
their customers, like you were doing, to see how they're doing realize, oh, 
nothing's really changed for them. It's just maybe some timelines have 
shifted or whatever. My assistant's name is Sarah too, and Sarah and I were 
working on the couple of projects that I had in the works before this whole 
thing went down. We were having to do them remotely. We got all of 
them done except for one 

That project in particular, some of the pieces are stuck in lockdown 
because the diamonds are in a safe at one of my dealers who was doing 
the measuring and stuff. That's the only thing that's stuck, but the rest of 
them we got out. I'm actually getting more projects too. I'm kind of 
putting a pause right now because I want to focus on Flourish and Thrive, 
but a client of mine and friend reached out and they want to start working 
on their project. But I just told them like, "Here's what we can start now, 
which is like the CAD and the design, and then when everything reopens 
in a month or so, we can get the piece casted." It's just a longer timeline. 

Tracy:  I love it that you made that shift and that you actually asked them because 
I think the worst thing that we can do for ourselves is to not have all the 
information and just make assumptions, right? It's part of that... Have you 
ever heard of the book, The Four Agreements? 
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Sarah:   Yup 

Tracy:  One of the four agreements is don't make assumptions. Part of the things 
that gets us in trouble is that we make assumptions about what other 
people think or whatever. I just want to really drive that home because 
that's so powerful, Sarah.Yeah. I mean, some people might listen to this 
and go, "Well, it's okay for you, Sarah. You had 50 grands worth of jobs on," 
but my answer to that is yes because I worked for those. Those didn't just...  

Sarah:  Yeah. I mean, some people might listen to this and go, "Well, it's okay for 
you, Sarah. You had 50 grands worth of jobs on," but my answer to that is 
yes because I worked for those. Those didn't just...  

Tracy:  Quarantine podcast style. There we go. 

Sarah:  Quarantine podcast. We actually live beside a hospital as well. It's a private 
hospital. But I had put all those things in place. I work every week on 
building that portfolio of custom workup because that is my business 
model. For some people, you might have 40 grands worth of stocks sitting 
around that you could be promoting. I don't have that. I don't really carry 
stocks. My business is in the portfolio of custom jobs, but I still also need to 
work on... I work on a policy of one job in, one job out. I never want to 
complete those jobs. I want to be always gaining more. 

I still have to work on the jobs that I've got, but I also want to continue 
getting more in. At this point in time, yes, like we've said, the timeframes 
are slightly longer. Some of these jobs may be on a four and six month 
turnaround. I don't know, but they will still all come in. But also people are 
still celebrating their birthday. The gentlemen still want to get engaged. 
It's just that he's changed how he's going to get engaged. The lady still 
wants to give the poppies to these other World War II veterans. I've got an 
anniversary gift on. I've got one lady, she's like, "Can I talk to you yet? Can I 
talk to you yet?" 

She is so excited to just be able to work on the ideas and the designs for 
her piece because she is bored. I mean, she's already said, "I am so bored. 
I'm so looking forward to talking to you and working on my piece. It's like a 
light in the gloom because everybody else is talking about all this 
depressing stuff." It's not that we're not... I am still scared. I'm worried 
about my health, but I've put all these things in place that allow me to 
function again. Actually my family laughed at me because it wasn't the 
being at home that was the scary part because I'm actually called the cave 
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dweller because I tend to like to spend all my time in the house anyway, 
apart from the actual making of my work. 

I've always gone out to a studio and that was one of the things that we 
talked about as well. I had been going to a college studio because I didn't 
have any tools. All of a sudden, I was also crossed because I was in this 
situation where I didn't feel like I could go there anymore because he runs 
a teaching school with all these people, his students are coming in. I was 
like, well, how am I going to get any of this work made? Again, I went 
through, well, what are my options here? My options are, well, let's buy a 
toolkit. I was like, that's really annoying. I have like 28 years of tools in a 
storage container somewhere, but I might not see any of that stuff for the 
next six months. 

Our storage container is now in lockdown as well. I had to learn as well 
that we have to live in the present. That was something I worked on over 
the last few years too. I think I worked with a trauma counselor for a year 
and a half and it was really about, well, what can... We talked about... 
You've done another podcast as well about this, about letting go of the 
things you can't control and bringing in the things you can control. I can 
only control the things that might be on a day-to-day basis and that's 
okay. I ordered these tools. 

Tracy:  I was going to ask you about this. This is my next question because I 
wanted to say like Sarah, the main reason why I wanted to do this is 
because the transformation from you thinking that the world was going to 
end and you were going to die to what just happened next is huge. Let's 
talk about that because you made this huge shift in perspective. One of 
the conversations was like there's a studio, it's clean, but I know it's going 
to get locked down and I won't be able to even produce jewelry to even 
make designs. What did you do instead? Because this is where the 
calculated risk came in because you talked yourself off a ledge. 

Instead of going into shrinking mode, which I was seeing you doing, and I 
was like, "Girl, I'm here to help you if you want coaching or anything. Let's 
talk." Then you came back. We didn't even have a conversation yet and 
you're like, "Here's what I did." Tell us a little bit about the shift. 

Sarah:  After I'd finish being angry with everything, I actually came full circle to 
go... Well, in the process of being angry, it was my birthday, and so I 
decided that I would allow myself... This is what I want to say. I wanted to 
allow myself to buy some hand tools. If I had a few hand tools and a desk, I 
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could do some of the work at home because a lot of the work I do is also 
CAD oriented, but I do a lot of hand making. At that point, I was still pretty 
freaked out. I think the first bunch of money I spent was... It was around 
two and a half grand to buy some basic hand tools. 

I was also trying not to buy doubles of things that I knew I already had, and 
then I bought myself a $99 table from IKEA. The tools hadn't arrived 
because they were all delayed in the post, but this table arrived and then 
some of the tools arrived. I set the table up in the corner of a room. We're 
in this apartment. It's a pretty big apartment. Two of the rooms are empty 
because we don't have any furniture, yet I felt that I still needed to be at 
the counter. It's this thing like nobody puts a baby in the corner. This is 
where my brain changed because I set this desk up, I set the tools up, and 
it looked really pretty. 

I mean, it was lovely. It's a nice quiet corner, but then I sat down to make 
some work and it didn't work. The table wasn't the right height for a 
jeweler's bench. It's fine for drawing on. I realized, well, why am I sticking 
myself in the corner? Then the tools started to arrive. I didn't have enough 
tools. Do you know what I mean? There's a lot of things we need as a 
maker. One of the evenings, we were having dinner. Ian, my husband, had 
said... They just started to stand outside and do the clap for essential 
workers. That just had started here. He said, "Do you know, girls, I think 
that what we should do is go out to the balcony and give mom a clap for 
putting a roof over our heads." 

I went, "Huh?" He was like, "It's thanks to you and your business that we 
are here. Your business got us here." To even move to Australia in the first 
place, I'm not going to lie, it costs a lot of money. I raised all of that. I had to 
raise an extra £30,000 to move, which is around 45-50 grand dollars. I did 
all of that in my business. My business did that. It got us here. I'm paying 
the bills. He was like, "We should thank you for that." I went, "Yeah, I should 
thank myself for that." Clap. I was like, "Yeah." 

Tracy:  Do the essential worker clap because you're like... 

Sarah:  Because the point is if I don't keep my business going, we can't survive as 
a family. You know? I have to bring in the money to put the food on the 
table literally. That made me go, "Why am I sitting in the corner? I have a 
whole area. I need stuff." That just flipped. My brain just flipped. I ended up 
spending 10 grand. I bought all the tools. Again, I tried not to buy the 
things that I know I have coming, but I need this stuff now. I wasn't 
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flipping about it because I know that I have the money coming in with the 
jobs. I had already done that financial peace. What are my expenses? 
What's going out each month? What have I got on the books? 

It's not that I went, "Well, I'm going to take a 10 grand loan or maybe I need 
to borrow the money," but maybe people do have to do that. If I was really 
stuck, I would ask my mom, "Could you help me out?" What do I need to 
do right now to forward my business again? Because if I can't make the 
jobs, there isn't food on the table. I needed these tools and I needed 
proper benches. I just ordered everything. It was like Christmas. Oh, what 
could I have? What do I want? All these new tools, they took a while to 
arrive. I think the whole process took four weeks. It was enjoyable then 
when stuff did start to arrive. Actually I'm too scared. The workshop now 
looks too pretty. 

I need to go in there and scuff the desk up and like put a big burn mark or 
something in it because I'm a bit scared to use anything. I need to scuff 
the hammers off a bit, but that 10 grand that I spent allows me to bring in 
the 40-50 grand of work I have on. 

Tracy:  Yeah. 

Sarah:  You know? People are going to say maybe, "You're lucky you're in that 
situation," but I don't feel it was luck. I feel that I worked through a 
problem. I wrote down the pros and the cons and worked out the 
expenses and the expenditure. This was my calculated risk. Actually I don't 
really even see it as a risk because it's pretty much already paid for itself. 
One of these next jobs will pay for what I've spent. 

Tracy:  I mean, that's like such a good way to put it because literally when I was 
thinking about what am I going to call this episode, it's like overcoming 
anxiety and coming out the other side basically to take the calculated risk. 
I think your message is really powerful. Even if you don't design fine 
jewelry, it's like what can you do to save your business? Be strategic. Think 
about the pros and cons. Be a problem solver and be solutions oriented 
because there is always an answer. There's a lot of things that we can do in 
order to move our things forward. 

I spoke earlier about this customer who wants me to design a ring for 
them. I said, "Here's what I can do now. I can get the deposit and I can get 
the CAD done. As soon as the caster's open, we can have the thing casted 
and finished to you. If we get started now, then it's not going to be caught 
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up when everything opens and then the jewelers are crazy slim because 
we'll be like first in line for that to happen," or the casters or whatever. 
Sarah, I just want to thank you so much for sharing your story because I 
know over the past few weeks I've seen a marked change in you and a 
huge transformation. 

It took a lot of courage for you to actually come out the other side because 
I want to reiterate again, you really do have a serious health issue and your 
health is compromised. If you did come in contact with the virus, you 
could potentially die. That's not going to happen, but I want to 
acknowledge you because I know you were so scared and you were really 
in a place of fear and a little bit of scarcity mindset when we were talking 
about this when I had the coaches meeting and stuff. I just love seeing you 
in this place of resourcefulness. 

On a final note, like as we kind of close out this episode, are there any 
words of advice that you'd want to give to another designer who is really 
struggling right now to get their head in the right place? 

Sarah:  Yeah. Well, ask for help. Sometimes we're not very good at asking. Can you 
talk through your problem with somebody? Ask in our community 
because we are all going through this as well. I'm still going through this. 
There are still days when I read the awful news and think, oh my goodness, 
it's awful. But collectively we're all in it. We are all in it together. We want 
everybody to push through. One of the slogans when I was in recovery 
from when I had pneumonia and sepsis was that I adapted to survive. Yes, 
our business always has to adapt. It's never going to be the same again. 
What can we do? Survive and thrive, that is my thing. 

How can we help ourselves to go forward? There is always an answer. It 
may not be what we initially thought and we don't know until we've 
actually worked through the scenario because like I said, it was all... Okay, 
the fear was very real and the terror for me was very real, but all the other 
things had got muddled in my head and it wasn't until I sat down, wrote 
the list, went through the finances. Those are the practical things our brain 
can comprehend. What safety things do you need in your house? We do 
have to do these things right now, having all of that now implemented. 
Even though you think it's not a normal life we lead anymore, well, what 
was normal in the first place? 

It's just different. I mean, Ian said to me the other day, "Actually nothing's 
really changed for you at all." The only difference is now that for the two 
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days I normally was going out to the studio, I'm now in the house. I mean, 
I'm generally, as I said, in the house anyways, so My business life is now the 
same once I got out of my head. I think, again, that point that I made 
where I stopped my business, not that my business stopped, I think that 
was really... Ask your clients. If you're stuck right now, reach out to a few 
people. Ask them. Build your community. Talk. If you're in a position where 
you can't sell, you don't have stock to sell, use it as a time to nurture 
everybody. 

Maybe use it as a time to grow your social media or your email list because 
those are the things I did in recovery. When I was in recovery and couldn't 
get out of bed, I still spent... I think I spent a whole year working on my 
social media, my emails, talking to my clients so that they knew I was still 
there. I'm doing those things again. We have to move. What is your next 
step? Even if you don't know what it is right now, how can we help you get 
to that next step and take the leap off the ledge? Jump. I jumped. 

Tracy:  Jump. Sarah, thank you so much for being here today. This was awesome, 
and I'm sure that your story is going to be so inspiring to so many other 
designers who are really struggling right now. Thanks for being so 
vulnerable and sharing the details, girl. I appreciate you. 

Sarah:  You're welcome. Thanks for the chat. Nice to talk to you. 

Tracy:  Thank you so much for listening to the show today. Isn't Sarah awesome? 
She's pretty rad. I just want to remind you that if you are struggling with 
your email marketing, that right now is the time to go grab the Emails 
That Sell: Done-For-You Bundle. It is a nearly $1,500 value for only 37 bucks 
for a very limited time.  

Head on over to FlourishThriveAcademy.com/emailbundle. You can also 
check it out over on the show notes on our blog and here on wherever 
you're listening to the podcast. Thanks so much for listening to the show 
today. 

If you're enjoying what you're listening to or what you're hearing, I would 
love for you to give us a five star rating and review if that is relevant to you, 
if you're liking what you hear. The reason why I'm asking this is because 
the more ratings and reviews that we get, the more it shows Apple and 
other platforms that a podcaster listens to that the show is relevant and 
that they should show it to more people like you. I'm on a mission to 
support as many jewelry businesses, as many aspirational product 
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businesses as I possibly can to help you protect your creativity and 
continue moving forward in business. 

Thank you again for listening to the show and thanks for your 
consideration. I really appreciate it. If you have a show or a topic that you'd 
like to hear about on this podcast, find us on Instagram over 
@Flourish_Thrive. Make sure you like us over there and shoot us a direct 
message and tell us what you'd like us to feature on the podcast. We 
would love to hear from you and love to get to know you a little bit more. 
Thanks for listening today. This is Tracy Matthews signing off. 

Links: 

 

Sarah McAleer Jewellerysmith 

Follow Sarah on Instagram! 

Done-For-You Email Marketing Bundle 

Diamond Insiders 

Strategic Online Sales Accelerator Coaching Program 

List of Financial Aid and Business Resources for Makers, Designers, and Artists 

Facebook 

Instagram 

Listen on Apple Podcasts! 

 

Thank you so much for listening to today's episode. It's my mission to help 
thousands of creative businesses, inside and outside the jewelry space, use their 
creativity to make money.  Make sure that you're subscribed to Thrive-by-Design 
on iTunes, Spotify, Stitcher and wherever podcasts are played.  We would love to 
hear what you think, please rate and review the show.  If you're inspired, please 
share this with your friends.  Here's to seeing you flourish and thrive. 
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